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PRESIDENTS’ MESSAGE
                                               
A special, special thank you is in order to Claude
Ceccon for donating a new EKG machine to NCIWC. This
wonderful addition will enable us to continue our efforts in
the ongoing heart study which is so very important for the
future of our Breed. What a thoughtful gift.
                          THANK YOU, CLAUDE !!
It didn’t take long to fill the upcoming “empty” chair. Karen
Corriea has stepped forward to become our new Lure
Course Chairperson ! Mary Sharkey has been doing such
a fantastic job in this endeavor but explains that it is more
than a one person effort. So, please, who out there will
come forward to be part of Karen’s Committee? I have
witnessed some new running Hounds lately and we would
love to have the owners of these future coursers join us in
the process of putting on these events. Whether you have
ever participated or not, you can easily be trained. I guarantee it will be an enjoyable and rewarding experience for
you AND lots of excitement for your Hounds. PLEASE,
think it over, call Karen or any Board Member, and volunteer. We need help to continue all Club activities.
The next issue of the BUGLE will be the “Specialty Issue”
filled with pictures and details. Send your comments.
This was your Specialty and the Board is always eager to
hear your suggestions.
Carol Gabriel
President - NCIWC
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Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club Meeting Minutes
August 16, 2008 - Tom Birse & Ann Gould's home in Sebastopol
President called the meeting to order at 1.30 p.m.
Officers and Board members present : C Gabriel, L Finucane, C
Thompson, A Gould, M Sharkey, L Rosebrock, H Colby. Members
present : M Thompson, T & R Burchett, T Birse, K Gabriel, J & L & K
Giles, F Christian, B Brown, R Leveque, J & R Trifeletti, C Vasquez, D
DaRosa, P & K Morris
Previous Minutes : accepted as presented ... m/s J Barnett/M
Sharkey ... passed.
President’s Report (C Gabriel) : hopefully AB 1634, recently defeated,
is a thing of the past.
Secretary’s Report (C Thompson) : new IW book available called
«Only a Dog» by Grover Krantz. New website for IWs at www.irishwolfhoundabc.com sent by AI Gottsch. Request to support the «Woofstock» show cluster again this year.
Treasurer’s Report (J Schluter) : to Aug 15 - income $ 3,445.49 /
expenses $ 5,182.39 / checking $ 2,377.59 / savings $ 8,037.47
2008 Specialty :
Show Chair (C Thompson) : all looks good. Apologies to Carol
Gabriel, for an incomplete explanation in the premium list, of the salads
available - being English, he had no idea there were different types (!)
Field & Grounds (W Colby) : will be looking for lots of volunteers on
the Thursday for set up.
Trophies (M Thompson) : on track with budget. L Rosebrock has
physical charge of trophies. Two plaques donated by Mo Aiken are
almost fully used. Discussion - the AKC rules do not allow clubs to require replacement of challenge trophies. m/s L Rosebrock/K Gabriel
... To delete the requirement that a challenge trophy be replaced by its
winner ... passed.
Boutique (M Thompson) : there will be a few new items and some
replenished stock.
Specialty Lure Coursing (M Sharkey) : certifications on Friday. The
Sunday Premium List is available.
Obedience (L Rosebrock) : all is arranged.
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Committees :
Activities (W Colby) : there will be a week-long camp in September,
probably in the Caribou Wilderness.
Bugle (R Burchett) : becoming conversant with new club computer.
Better photos are now achievable.
Historian (C Jones) : No report
Legislature (C Jones) : AB 1634 is dead, for now.
NCIWC Lure Coursing (M Sharkey) : 23 August all-breed fun run in
Oakley. Intends to organise an AKC sanctioned A match in October details to follow. Karen Corriea volunteers to chair the committee.
Open Field (C Thompson) : upcoming summer meeting. Hunters
DON'T want to schedule Xmas this year !
Fun Match 2009 : Jane Schluter & Lynne Rosebrock will co-chair.
The Cu 2008 (Joan Trifeletti/Wallaces) : first Saturday in December
at Toro Park, near Salinas.
Website (W Jepson/Pat Murkland) : no report.
Fundraising (A Gould) : ��������������������������������������������
would like many more donations for the Specialty auction & raffle.
Policies (R Burchett) : has updated the list. Any member can have one
- just ask.
New Members (R Burchett) : Renne leveque / Karen Hayden ... m/s
L Rosebrock/M Sharkey. passed.
Old Business :
Decade Book : presume the economy was a factor - only 22 participants. Maybe the idea is uninspiring, at this time. Drop it for now, by
acclamation. Pages have been cached electronically for possible re-birth
later.
2010 West Coast National Specialty (J Souza-Bartlett) : dates fixed
as 18 - 21 May, 2010. Host hotel is confirmed at $ 120 per night, which
compares very favourably with other National Specialties.
Sunrise Assisted Living Mimic Dog Show (C Gabriel) : fixed for
Tuesday, August 19 at 3.30.
Selecting Judges for 2010,11 & 12 : discussion - require judges to
sign a contract agreeing not to accept any other IW assignments within
one year before or after our show ... m/s L Rosebrock/M Sharkey.
passed.
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New Business :
Grass Valley Celtic Festival : September 27 & 28. The gate list is
closed.
Xmas Party : discussion - no date or location were finalised.
Adjourned 3.20 p.m.
* MEETING CHANGE * Dixon-May Fairgrounds, Saturday 25
October, 1/2 hour after IW judging.
respectfully submitted,
Chris Thompson
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Membership Page
Read in August 16, 2008
Karen Hayden (Aryn, Jess & Bruce)
20975 State Hwy. 20
Penn Valley, CA. 95946
(530) 432-3053
haydens@infostation.com
Sponsors: D. Johansson & M. Thompson
Dogs: Huan & Connlaoi
Renee Leveque
3404 Saint Gotthard
Ceres, CA. 95307
(209) 537-4303
Renee717@aol.com
Sponsors: B. Brown & J. Schluter
Dogs: Attie
New Address:
Nancy Aiken
4925 North Myrtle Road
Myrtle Creek, OR 97457-9681
(541) 863-1975
New Phone Number:
Jenny Clark
(530) 282-3328
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News Page

The Irish Wolfhound Club Of America will be
holding their 2010 National Specialty in
Pleasanton, California, during the month of
May. If you would like to help (all kinds of
help is needed), please
contact the Show Chairman:
Jamie Souza
sublimemissj@yahoo.com

If anyone would like a current club membership list,
please let Robin Burchett know. The list can be
sent by snail mail, or email (excel).
Robin can be reached at (925) 689-9765 or
				
tory_iw@att.net
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WARNING – Cocoa Mulch
Over the weekend the doting owner of two young lab mixes purchased Cocoa Mulch from Target to use in their garden. They loved
the way it smelled, and it was advertised to keep cats away from their
garden.
Their dog Calypso decided that the mulch smelled good enough
to eat and devoured a large helping. She vomited a few times which
was typical when she eats something new but wasn’t acting lethargic
in any way. The next day, Mom woke up and took Calypso out for
her morning walk, half way through the walk, she had a seizure and
died instantly.
Although the mulch had NO warnings printed on the label, upon
further investigation on the company’s website, this product is
HIGHLY toxic to dogs and cats. Cocoa Mulch is manufactured by
Hershey’s, and they claim that it is true that studies have shown that
50% of the dogs that eat Cocoa Mulch can suffer physical harm to a
variety of degrees depending on each individual dog. ‘However, 98%
of all dogs won’t eat it.’
This Snopes site gives the following information:
http://www.snopes.com/critters/crusader/cocoamulch.asp
Cocoa Mulch, which is sold by Home Depot, Foreman’s Garden
Supply and other Garden supply stores, contains a lethal ingredient called ‘Theobromine’. It is lethal to dogs and cats. It smells
like chocolate and it really attracts dogs. They will ingest this stuff
and die. Several deaths already occurred in the last 2-3 weeks. Just
a word of caution, check what you are using in your gardens and be
aware of what your gardeners are using in your gardens.
Theobromine is in all chocolate, especially dark or baker’s chocolate which is toxic to dogs. Cocoa bean shells contain potentially
toxic quantities of theobromine, axanthine compound similar in
effects to caffeine and theophylline. A dog that ingested a lethal
quantity of garden mulch made from cacao bean shells developed
severe convulsions and died 17 hours later. Analysis of the stomach
contents and the ingested cacao bean shells revealed the presence of
lethal amounts of theobromine.

				

Thanks to Carol Gabriel
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The Bone Biologic Effects of Zoledronate in
Healthy Dogs and Dogs with Malignant Osteolysis.

Fan TM, de Lorimier LP, Garrett LD, Lacoste HI.
Department of Veterinary Clinical Medicine,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA.

This is the “new” drug that Dr. Fan is testing at U of I. They
are still only talking about pain management but at the same
time mention that these drugs (Fosomax, Pamidronate and Zoledronate, all in the biosphosphonate family) decrease osteoclasts
which break down bone tissue and increase osteoblasts which
grow bone tissue. Seems to me there may be more going on
than just pain management.
Background: Malignant osteolysis is a process whereby cancer cells in concert with osteoclasts erode bone matrix. Aminobisphosphonates (NBPs) such as zoledronate induce osteoclast
apoptosis and thereby decrease malignant skeletal destruction,
severity of bone pain, and frequency of pathologic fracture. Hypothesis: IV-administered zoledronate will reduce homeostatic
bone turnover in healthy dogs and pathologic bone resorption
in dogs diagnosed with primary and secondary bone tumors.
Animals: Six healthy dogs and 20 dogs with naturally occurring
primary or metastatic bone tumors were administered zoledronate IV. Methods: Prospective study: In all dogs, healthy (n
= 6) and with malignant osteolysis (n = 20), the bone biologic
effects of zoledronate were evaluated by quantifying changes in
serum C-telopeptide (CTx) or urine N-telopeptide (NTx) concentrations or both. In dogs with osteosarcoma (OSA) (n = 10),
serial changes in tumor relative bone mineral density (rBMD)
assessed by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry were used to
characterize zoledronate’s antiresorptive effects within the immediate tumor microenvironment. Additionally, the biochemical
tolerability of zoledronate was assessed in 9 dogs receiving
multiple (>/=2) consecutive treatments. Results: All dogs had
10

significant reductions in serum CTx or urine NTx concentrations or both after zoledronate administration. In a subset of
dogs with appendicular OSA, reduced urine NTx concentrations
and increased primary tumor rBMD coincided with improved
limb usage as reported by pet owners in dogs treated with zoledronate and concurrent oral analgesics. Multiple zoledronate
infusions were not associated with biochemical evidence of
toxicosis. Conclusions and Clinical Importance: In dogs with
skeletal neoplasms, IV-administered zoledronate exerts bone
biologic effects, appears safe, and can provide pain relief.
This is a post that I received from a friend who’s hound has
achieved 8 months of quality life on this regimen.
Casey Nesbitt
Wolfkin Irish Wolfhounds
I used zometa + carboplatin on 2 of my old girls ( 9- 10) and
it kept them normal for months. It is a very interesting drug
used in bone conditions where osteoclasts (which eat away the
bone) are inhibited - the pathways for this also induce pain thus
it helps in this respect- so it will keep the bone strong but if you
have a fast growing tumour it will stop growth.
I know of a couple of younger dogs where it has not had such
a good effect. It has been used to prevent bone secondaries in
prostate & breast cancer, its 100x more powerful than fosamax
& you have to keep an eye on the blood work- kidney function.
There is a study that has shown that zometa enhances the action of gemcitabine, but the latter has not been reported enough
in dogs
In the UK oncologist Tom Cave has worked with zometa.
Gill
__,_._,___
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Advice for every stage of your dogs life
Hanging out in the yard doesn’t substitute for aerobic exercise
Indulge him in hiking, agility, playing ball or even choreographed dancing that you can both enjoy
Your dog’s body is designed to move. Resist the urge to let
him entertain himself; provide him plenty of exercise instead.
Sustained aerobic exercise strengthens muscles, joints and
soft tissue. It improves cardiovascular function, builds stamina and prevents obesity and related disease. And it makes him
happy, so get up and get going with your dog.
Adult - The appropriate amount of exercise depends on
the breed
“Exercise is as important for dogs as it is for people,” says
Scott Shaw, DVM, a specialist in emergency and critical
care at Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine at Tufts
University. “A dog that never gets exercise is not as healthy
as one that does.”
The amount of exercise your dog needs depends on his age,
health status and breed. Surprisingly, many large breeds are
not high-energy and need less rigorous activity while many
small dogs are whirlwinds requiring greater exercise.
A 15-minute walk every other day may be sufficient for a
Great Dane. An Australian cattle dog or a beagle might prefer
a five-mile daily jog with his owner. Pomeranians or pugs
may do best with two or three short walks every day.
Have your dog checked by your veterinarian before beginning an exercise routine. Start gradually and increase the ac12

tivity over three to eight weeks. Warm up your dog first with
gentle exercise, then raise the level, maintain and cool down.
Choose an activity that’s safe and suited to your breed’s
function. Your dog may enjoy fetching, playing ball, hiking, swimming, agility, freestyle dance combining teamwork
and athleticism (www. Worldcaninefreesty.org) or other dog
sports.
Safety is vital. Watch for seasonal dangers such as ticks,
insect stings and heat stroke or exhaustion in summer, frostbite and road salt in winter. Consider a life jacket if your dog
swims. Don’t let him drink water from lakes, rivers or the
ocean - diarrhea or dehydration can occur.
Signs of over-exertion include fatigue, lameness, stopping
and excess panting. Exercise intolerance - usually due to a
health problem - can cause labored breathing, drooling, dry
pale mouth or rapid heartbeat.
“You can see those same signs with too much exercise, but
if they occur within a few minutes of starting exercise, that’s
an indication something more serious is going on,” Dr. Shaw
says. “Watch for cues your dog is getting tired or overheated.
Dogs are good at self regulation, so if he’s telling you he
doesn’t want to do something, there’s probably good reason.”
Puppy - Play redirects energy that might otherwise
become destructive
Although a puppy plays until exhausted, he still needs
regular exercise. Puppy energy needs to be channeled into
constructive activity. A well-exercised pup is less likely to
be destructive, hyper or excitable. A tired puppy is a good
puppy. And: “Exercise is important for long-term health,” Dr.
Shaw says. Start your pup off on the right foot. Time spent
together exercising builds the bond between you.
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It’s particularly important not to overdo it, however. Begin
with a little fun exercise and let him set the pace. “Too much
exercise too early - particularly in the giant breedscan cause
joint problems, such as elbow or hip dysplasia, to develop,”
Dr. Shaw says.
He recommends no high-impact activities until your dog
is 2 years of age. This won’t prevent early training for agility
or other sports. Just think small-scale: Have your dog learn
to step over low obstacles rather than jumping them - though
running is fine. You can use exercise time to teach him to
retrieve or “find it” by having him search for and bring you
his toys.
Keep your puppy hydrated and cool because small bodies
can quickly overheat or dehydrate. Toy breeds, prone to low
blood sugar (hypo-glycemia), may need to eat after ex
ercising. Provide less strenuous exercise for brachycephalic
breeds those with flat noses - who may have breathing difficulty, particularly in hot weather. If you exercise your pup in
public, carry plastic bags to clean up after him.
Senior - Keep him active and alert, but don’t overdo it
if he’s slowing down
If your dog is used to regular exercise, his chances of
suffering in later years from diabetes, heart disease and even
some cancers may be reduced. Exercise improves bone density and keeps joints from stiffening, which can be a problem
in an elderly dog. It also slows the progression of arthritis.
Being physically active helps keep your senior’s mind
mentally active and alert. Exercise reduces stress and elevates
mood. An exercised dog is more content and less prone to
weight gain. Exercise maintains muscle mass and helps
reduce obesity because muscle mass burns large quantities of
calories. Old dogs who do little more than sleep and eat can
14

gain weight quickly. And obesity decreases health and longevity. But don’t push your elderly dog. “Be more cognizant that
your dog might not be up for as much exercise,” Dr. Shaw says.
“His tolerance is not what it used to be.” In fact, reduced exercise tolerance - becoming out of breath very quickly - can be a
sign of congestive heart failure and other medical conditions.
Stiffness after exercising is a sign to slow down. Remember,
too, that older dogs overheat easily.
Your senior will probably need a change in activity. Joint or
heart disease means no more Jumping or Jogging. Easy walks
in new locations can keep him moving and thinking. Even
strolling beside you while you do yard work makes a positive
difference. Your Dog Magazine – September 2008
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AT THE DOG SHOWS

Irish Wolfhound Assoc. Of The West Coast
July 25, 2008
Judge: Mr. Eugene Blake
25 Dogs / 35 Bitches /
			
15 Dog & 8 Bitch Specials
WD

Kerryarc Fighting Irish - Mandy Tyler, Carson Collier
& Chandler Tyler
RWD Pinehurst Garret - Karen Catov-Goodell
WB/BOW Manasota Hope of Paladin - John & Kay Paz
& Lois Thomasson
RWB Castlemaine Cill Chuillinn Morgan - Casey Kilcullen-Steiner
& Marilyn & Greg Shaw
BOB
Ch Glenamadda Starkeeper Verity - Pat Murkland
& Jocelyn Gagne
BOS Ch Powerscourt The Great McGonigle - Thomas & Lani Powers
Lompoc Valley Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. Ferelith Somerfield
					

July 26, 2008
22 Dogs / 27 Bitches /
12 Dog & 7 Bitch Specials

WD
Pinehurst Morrow - Karen Catov-Goodell & Linda Souza
RWD Rysheron’s Intrusion At Citadel - Linda Randall & Cheryl Riggs
WB/BOW Kerryarc Firelight At Curiann - Judith Ryan
& Mandy Tyler
RWB Castlemaine Cill Chuillinn Morgan - Casey Kilcullen-Steiner
& Marilyn & Greg Shaw
BOB
Ch Kerryarc Vaquera - Mandy & Chandler Tyler
& Carson Collier
BOS Ch Kerryarc Roman - J. Steven Strom, Judith Ryan
& Chandler Tyler
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Lompoc Valley Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. Saija Juutilainen
					

July 27, 2008
20 Dogs / 22 Bitches /
10 Dog & 7 Bitch Specials

WD/BOW Gabriel’s Jati Longbar - Johnathan Giles
& Louise Penrice-Giles
RWD Quest Corsair Raxx Of Pern, SC - Ed Powers, Cathy LursenPowers & Kelly Cromer
WB
Castlemaine Cill Chuillinn Morgan - Casey Kilcullen-Steiner
& Marilyn & Greg Shaw
RWB Pern Pride Of Taryn - Kelly Cromer
BOB
Ch Cu Muirin Turrean - Donald & Sadie Heller
BOS Ch Pinehurst Mason - Karen Catov-Goodell
Richmond Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mr. Lawrence Terricone

August 2, 2008
5 Dogs / 8 Bitches / 1 Dog Sp

WD/BOW Eirinn’s Liam Of Limerick - Chris & Megan Thompson
RWD Applearbor Bronntanas O’Tara - Kathy Derby & Mike Luba
WB/BOS
Kaelyn’s Trinity At Knightwind - Chuck
& Arline Stockham
RWB Eirinn’s Bryne McTate Of Tory, RN - Terry & Robin Burchett
& Jim & Corey Williams
BOB
Ch Quest Kings Ransom Of Tory, RN - Terry
& Robin Burchett
Richmond Dog Fanciers
Judge: Dr. Carol White-Moser
				

August 3, 2008
5 Dogs / 8 Bitches /
1 Dog & 1 Bitch Special

WD/BOW
RWD
WB
RWB
BOB
BOS

Applearbor Bronntanas O’Tara - Kathy Derby
& Mike Luba
Eirinn’s Liam Of Limerick - Chris & Megan Thompson
Eirinn’s Bryne McTate Of Tory, RN - Terry & Robin Burchett
& Jim & Corey Williams
Steppin’wolf’s Aideen Rose - Carol Jones & Jonette Jones
Ch Quest Sea Raider’s Alvilda, RN - Ed Powers
& Cathy Lursen
Ch Quest Kings Ransom Of Tory, RN - Terry
& Robin Burchett
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Mensona Kennel Club
Judge: Miss Dorothy Macdonald
				

August 16, 2008
12 Dogs / 9 Bitches
3 Dog & 1 Bitch Sp ! 1 Vet Bitch

WD
Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
		
**** New Champion ****
RWD Applearbor Devlin O’Tara - Mike Luba, Tammy Tillotsen
& Agnes Curtis
WB/BOW Eirinn’s Bryne McTate Of Tory, RN - Terry & Robin
Burchett & Jim & Corey Williams
		
**** New Champion ****
RWB Kaelyn’s Trinity At Knightwind - Chuck & Arline Stockham
BOB
Ch Triple E Murray Of Limerick - Maureen McKee-Eidson
BOS Ch Rua Cu Mara Of Horizons, JC - Ann Gould & Tom Birse
Mensona Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs. Bettie Krause
				

August 17, 2008
7 Dogs / 9 Bitches
3 Dog & 2 Bitch Sp ! 1 Vet Bitch

WD/BOW/BOB Gabriel’s Jati Longbar - Johnathan Giles
& Louise Penrice-Giles
		
**** New Champion ****
RWD Applearbor Devlin O’Tara - Mike Luba, Tammy Tillotsen
& Agnes Curtis
WB/BOS
Kaelyn’s Trinity At Knightwind - Chuck & Arline
Stockham
RWB Horizons Serena of Limerick - Jenny Clark & Linda Souza
Gold Country Kennel Club
Judge: Mr. John Wade
				

August 30, 2008
2 Dogs / 2 Bitches
2 Dogs & 1 Bitch Sp / 1 Vet Bitch

WD/BOW
Horizons Declan Of Winchester - Frank Christian
RWD Horizons Spencer McDonnegan - Pat, Jennifer & Alison
Holmes
WB
Kerryarc Wow Factor of Mysham - Gail Hawksworth
RWB Int’l Kerryarc Gael Aerie Of Mysham - Gail Hawksworth
BOB
Ch Kerryarc Roman - J. Steven Strom, Judith Ryan
& Chandler Tyler
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Gold Country Kennel Club
Judge: Mr. Stephen Hubbell
				

August 31, 2008
3 Dogs / 4 Bitches
2 Dogs & 2 Bitch Sp / 1 Vet Bitch

WD
RWD

Horizons Declan Of Winchester - Frank Christian
Rogan Mohan Cu Mara Of Eirinn Limerick - Ann Gould
& Tom Birse
WB/BOW/BOS Int’l Kerryarc Gael Aerie Of Mysham-G. Hawksworth
BOB
Ch Kerryarc Roman - J. S. Strom, J. Ryan & C. Tyler
Redwood Empire Kennel Club
September 6, 2008
Judge: Mrs. Pamela Peat
4 Dogs / 3 Bitches / 3 Dogs Specials
WD/BOW
Applearbor Devlin O’Tara - Mike Luba, Tammy
		
Tillotsen & Agnes Curtis
RWD Applearbor Bronntanas O’Tara - Kathy Derby & Mike Luba
WB/BOS
Applearbor Siobhan O’Tara - Mike Luba & Aggie
		Curtis
RWB Horizons Serena of Limerick - Jenny Clark & Linda Souza
BOB
Ch Triple E Murray Of Limerick - Maureen McKee-Eidson
Redwood Empire Kennel Club
Judge: Mr.David Peat

September 7, 2008
3 Dogs / 2 Bitches / 3 Dogs Specials

WD/BOW
Applearbor Bronntanas O’Tara - Kathy Derby
		
& Mike Luba
RWD Gabriel’s Lucas O’Fletcher - Carol Gabriel
WB/BOS
Applearbor Siobhan O’Tara - Mike Luba & Aggie
		Curtis
RWB Horizons Serena of Limerick - Jenny Clark & Linda Souza
BOB
Ch Triple E Murray Of Limerick - Maureen McKee-Eidson
Sir Francis Drake Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Lenora Riddle

September 14, 2008
2 Dogs / 1 Bitch / 2 Dog Specials

WD/BOW
Applearbor Devlin O’Tara - Mike Luba, Tammy
		
Tillotsen & Agnes Curtis
RWD Applearbor Devlin O’Tara - Mike Luba, Tammy
		
Tillotsen & Agnes Curtis
WB/BOS
Applearbor Siobhan O’Tara - Mike Luba & Aggie
		Curtis
BOB
Ch Kerryarc Roman - J. S. Strom, J. Ryan & C. Tyler
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CH Eirinn’s Bryne McTate Of Tory, CGC, RN

Ch Taryn Tate Of Limerick, SC x Ch Eirinn’s Or Of
Kaelyn, JC
We went to see the litter . . . not intending on taking
a puppy . . . a little cutie followed us everywhere . . .
we brought her home
A very special THANK-YOU to Chris & Megan
Thompson for letting Bryne come home with us !
Terry & Robin Burchett & Jim Williams
20

GROUP VISIT
SUNRISE ASSISTED LIVING HOME
These pictures say it all. The day following our
Group visit, I received a call from the Director
thanking us all for providing so much happiness
to the Residents. She said they were talking about
nothing else that day but the wonderful, BIG dogs
that came to see them !! She said she has never seen
them so excited.
Special thanks to Brenda Brown and CAERA, who
drove 3 hours one way to join the rest of us. Ann
Gould was there with UNA; Jon, Louise, and Kayla
Giles with JATI & JOY, Sue Morgan with GUS, and
IVANHOE & SHANNON. The residents really
enjoyed seeing our well-behaved puppies, Gus and
Shannon, for the first time, especially since Ivanhoe
is their Dad. Lots of questions about how big they
were for only being 4 months old.
Carol Gabriel
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Chris Wright
The Northern California Irish Wolfhound
Club has lost a very dedicated member with
the untimely death of Chris. Such a young
man, such a great friend, such a hard working member of the Club. For many years
Chris did a very conscientious job as our
Treasurer. He was also our Specialty Show
Chairman. At Lure Courses Chris was the
professional photographer with his dynamic
camera. He was always willing to do whatever it took to keep things going smoothly.
I’m sure we all fondly remember when
Chris arrived at a Dog Show, dressed in a
new suit, grinning from ear to ear, ready to
do some serious showing. We all applauded,
gave him a pat on the back, and a “thumbs
up”. He was so proud as he ran around the
ring with Sorcha !
Chris’s Wolfhound wanna-be, Angus, led us
in many St. Patrick’s Day Parades. Until he
crossed the bridge, Angus went everywhere
Chris went, barking so happily. Chris loved
him so much as he did all his dogs. He was
100% devoted to each and every one of them.
Angus, his Wolfhounds and his Deerhounds.
His latest venture was working with his
home-bred Deerhound, Ian, in Agility. We
were all anxiously waiting to see them in action.
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Chris’s laughter was contagious and always
present. He was such fun to joke around with.
There was, of course, his serious side. He could
carry on a conversation about anything. He
was so very intelligent.
Our hearts ache with sadness, Chris. Thanks
for all the happy memories which we will all
cherish. You were one of a kind and we will
never forget you.
Carol Gabriel
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Memories . . .
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Boardman Whiting Moore
May 19, 1920 –August 26, 2oo8
“Boardy”

Boardman was born and raised in Palo Alto.
He graduated from Stanford University in 1941
and started work as a test Engineer for Wright
Aeronautical Corporation, first in Paterson New
Jersey and then in Seattle Washington at Boeing.
At the end ofWWII he took a position with California Research and Development in Richmond
California where he worked until his retirement
in 1983.
In 1948 after 2 years in Berkeley the family purchased property in Lafayette and he built their
home on Topper Lane where they resided until
moving to Rossmoor in 2006.
He was active in the Lafayette community for
most of his 57 year residence. He served on the
Lafayette School Board for 17 years. During that
time he was active in the California School Boards
Association and the National School Boards Association where he served as president for 2 years.
After his retirement from Chevron Research he
volunteered in the Stanley School music program
until his move to Rossmoor.
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His interests and hobbies were many and varied.
Among them were photography, archery, tennis,
music and especially dogs. Over a 20 year period
he showed Irish Wolfhounds in conformation,
obedience and lure coursing. He is survived by
his wife, Betty and his son Boardman T. Moore of
Lafayette.
A memorial and celebration of his life
was held on Friday September 12th at 4:00
P.M. at the United Methodist Church, 955
Moraga Rd. in Lafayette.
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The Next issue of The Hound’s Bugle will contain a full report
on the Specialty - the following is a brief result report:
Northern Calif. Irish Wolfhound Club Specialty
September 12th - 13th, 2008

Obedience - Qualifiers:
- Ch Quest Kings Ransom Of Tory, RN
Handled by Robin Burchett
-

Ch Kerryarc’s Bodacious Quest, RA, SC
Handled by Cathy Lursen-Powers
***NCIWC High-In-Trial***

Rally - Qualfiers:
- Quest Corsair Raxx Of Pern, SC
Handled by Cathy Lursen-Powers
-

Gabriels Kiera Of Hounds Reach, RN
Handled by Christina Strelova
New title : RA (Rally Advanced)

Sweepstakes
Judge: Ms. Jenny Clark
Best Junior
- Gabriel Lucas O’Fletcher - Carol Gabriel
Best Opp Junior
- Gabriels Lunablu Of Folkloire - Alan & Jane
Schluter
Best Senior
- Fleetwind Carroy Brian Boru - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
Best Opp Senior
- Karontara Devil May Care - Karon Volk
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Veteran Sweepstakes
Judge: Ms. Jenny Clark
Dogs 6-8 years (First):
- Gabriels Harvey O’Fionnmacain - Lori, Henry &
Hannah Finucane
Bitches 6-8 years (First):
- Ch Kerryarc Selkie Of Mermaid - Alan & Jane
Schluter & Chandler & Mandy Tyler
Bitches 8-10 years (First):
- Ch Tory Fable of Legend, CD, RN - Terry & Robin
Burchett & Frank Christian
Veteran Classes
Judge: Ms. Nancy Aiken
Dogs 6-8 years (First):
- Ch Kerryarc Bodhran Of Eagle - Mandy Tyler & S.
E. Ewing III
Bitches 6-8 years (First):
- Destiny Priscilla McRion - Suzanne McCombs
Bitches 8 -10 years (First):
- Ch Gabriel’s Greta Of Oxmoon - Carol Gabriel
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Regular Classes

Judge: Ms. Nancy King Aiken
WD

Mysham Fireloard Of Kerryarc - Gail Hawksworth
& Lenora Deck
RWD Quest Corsair Raxx Of Pern, SC - Ed Powers, Cathy
Lursen & Kelly Cromer
WB/BOW/BOB
Kaelyn’s Trinity At Knightwind - Chuck &
Arline Stockham
		
**** New Champion ****
RWB Pern Pride Of Taryn - Kelly Cromer
BOS Ch Cash of Limerick - Linda Souza & Jamie Souza
Bartlett
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NCIWC needs your help in selecting Judges for our
2010, 2011 and 2012 Specialty Shows.

Please send the names of ALL those you would like to nominate as
AKC Conformation Judges and Sweepstakes judges, to the club secretary before November 31, 2008.
Club policy holds ineligible those who have presided at NCIWC,
IWAWC and IWCPS Specialty Shows within the last ten years.
The ineligible Judges are :
Conformation :
Marjorie Saunders
Jill R Bregy 		
Tim Finney
Mrs. George Wanner Beverly Little 		
Roni Kalusa
Anthony K-Doyle
Joel Samaha 		
Goran Bodegard
Elizabeth Murphy
Leo Borello 		
Sorcha Wilde
Francis McEvoy
Betty A Stenmark
Rhoda W Russell
Diane Koontz 		
Michael Canalizo
Edward Gilbert
Roni Kaluza 		
Eileen M Flanagan
Marylou Harris
Gretchen Bernardi
Jim Behan 		
Marion Finney
Eugene Blake 		
Nancy K Aiken 		
Jean Malley
Carol Esterkin (NCIWC 09) Ann McAvoy (IWCPS 09)
Sweepstakes :
Jacqueline Carswell
John R. Briggs		
Betty Deemer 		
Susan LaC Hamilton
Marian Temple 		
Pluis Davern 		
Greg Shaw 		
Lou Gurerro J		
Maria T Grotano
Jenny Clark 		

Kathy Smith 		
Bill Deemer
Martha Fielder 		
Shirley Pfarr
Chuck Stockham
Laurie Morris
Jill Bryson 		
Kelly Cromer
Anne Prill 		
Lloyd Simmons
Debra W Saunders
Judy Simon
Lani Powers 		
Cecilia Barnett
Jamie S Bartlett
Michael Genovese
Glenn (Herb) Myer
Emma Ross
Casey K-Steiner (NCIWC 09)

Please send your reply to :
Chris Thompson
				Po Box 166
				Pope Valley
				
CA 94567     
				
or :        truebrit@napanet.net
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Endoscopically Assisted Gastropexy
Roger Johnson, DVM at Encina Veterinary Hospital in Walnut
Creek has developed a new procedure for doing preventive gastropexies which is easier on the dog and much cheaper than
both the standard and laparotomy methods. I asked Dr. Johnson
to give me some information about his new procedure and to
compare it to the older procedures so I could share it with all
of you. I encourage those of you who have not had a preventive gastropexy done on your dog, to consider this seriously. If
you’re dog bloats and the stomach twists, the cost of treatment
starts at $4500 and goes up considerably with each of several
possible complications. Damage to the stomach, the spleen and
the heart are common and a gastropexy must be performed using the standard technique to prevent recurrence of the problem
which is extremely likely.
The standard technique used in gastropexy requires a full abdominal incision to expose the stomach; an incision through the
surface and muscles of the stomach and an incision through the
abdominal muscles on the right side. The cut surface of both
are then sutured to each other and the abdominal incision is then
closed in a standard manner by attaching the right side of the
stomach to the abdominal wall with two rows of sutures and
finally, suturing the incision into the abdominal muscles and the
cut surface of the abdominal muscles to the cut surface of the
stomach. The surgery is a bit difficult due to exposure and therefore is usually performed by boarded surgeons during treatment
for bloat. Because of the extremely invasive nature of this procedure, dog owners rarely have it performed prophylactically
unless combined with an ovariohysterectomy and even then it
extends the surgical incision by 5 inches or so. These dogs are
in enough pain that it is preferable to hospitalize them for one
night and then discharge them on significant pain medications.
Activity restriction is advised for one to two weeks.
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The Laparoscopic Gastropexy eliminates the need for a large
incision. Instead a scope is placed through the umbilicus (tummy button) and the stomach is visualized and grasped. A small
incision is made in the right flank (just below the long hair of a
Standard Poodle show clip) and the cut surface of the abdominal muscles is then sutured to the cut surface of the stomach.
This approach allows for direct visualization of the suture line
and an even more secure adhesion is made than in the standard
technique. The small skin incision and the scope penetration
are then closed.
The Endoscopically Assisted Gastropexy, developed at the
Encina Veterinary Hospital, eliminates the use of the laparoscope and the attendant cost and time of set up. The stomach is
delivered to the abdominal wall simply by inflating the stomach with air using a flexible endoscope down the esophagus
into the stomach. Consequently, when the small incision in the
abdomen is made, the stomach is right there. The same procedure suture pattern that is used with the Laparoscopic surgery
is performed. The air is removed from the stomach completely so there is no risk of bloat from the procedure itself. This
procedure is much faster and less invasive than the other two
approaches and this translates to less patient discomfort and
lower cost. The dog goes home the same day with some minimal pain medications. Activity restriction is required for a
week or so to allow healing.
Roger Johnson, DVM,
Encina Veterinary Hospital,
2897 Ygnacio Valley Rd, Walnut Creek, CA
(925) 937-5000
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Hi Everyone,
We were ordered to evacuate twice today because of the Lincoln fire.
I was out taking care of clients cats and when I tried to return home
was stopped by CHP and Fire Trucks! The guy in front of me tried to
blast through with his truck and was promptly yanked out of his car. I
decided on another approach to get home. I turned around and went
back to Sierra College Blvd, pulled into a ranch driveway and drove
down his road. When I came to a locked gate I got out and climbed
over it. About then I heard “Where do you think you’re going?” (Really I didn’t make this up!) I turned around and told him I was going
to my home on the other side of that hill. He said, “you can’t drive
there!” I said duh, no, I’m walking because the CHP won’t let me
drive!! He said “Well if you just wait five minutes I”ll get my quad and
give you a ride”. I danced around waiting ever so not patiently and
finally the handsome rancher rides up on his quad, Hop on!! I tell
him where I live and we ride through the neighbor’s properties, opening and closing gates to my house. He says (really!) Don’t be afraid
to hold on to me if you get scared!” (I really need to write that book)
Anyway, what a sweet man! I am home, the fires have died down and
I have everything ready if we need to jump up and go.
I’ll bet your day was not nearly as exciting!!

Corey V. Williams
Glenn Eyrie Kennels
English Cocker Spaniels
Irish Wolfhounds

An animal’s eyes have the power to
speak a great language.
Martin Buber
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AT THE RACES
Hollister   August 9 PHFNC
Open 1st --Morgana
          2nd –Demonica (yes, she did qualify!)
Field Ch. 1st –Raxx
BOB—Morgana
BEST IN FIELD—MORGANA!!!!
Hollister August 10 MBCA
Open 1st—Morgana
Field Ch. 1st—Raxx
BOB—Morgana
Morgana tied with the Whippet for BIF, but the Whippet won the run
off. We are not sure whether to be more excited about Demonica
qualifying, or Morgana’s BIF.
Best,
Cathy
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Any Breed Fun Run Report
On Saturday, August 23rd, NCIWC sponsored a fun run at
O’Hara Park School in Oakley. Open to any kind of dog, it was
an opportunity for people to exercise their dogs, watch them
run after the “bunny” on the lure, and raise some money for the
club.
BIG thanks to Jackie Phillips of Pets and Their People Photography for helping us to develop and advertise for this event. You
can see Jackie’s pictures of the event at: www.petsandtheirpeoplephotography.com.
We had 97 dogs entered, that’s about triple what a typical
ASFA lure trial brings in. Here is a partial list of just a few of
the breeds that ran: Afghans, Alaskan Malamute, Australian
Cattledogs, Australian Shepherds, Basenjis, Belgian Tervuran,
Borzois, Boxers, Dobermans, English Cocker Spaniel, French
Bulldogs, Glen of Imaal Terrier, Ibizan Hounds, Greyhounds,
Irish Wolfhounds (of course!), Italian Greyhounds, Labradors,
Lurchers, Magyar Agars, Mixed Breeds, Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retrievers, Pharaoh Hounds, Rat Terriers, Rhodesian Ridgebacks, Shetland Sheepdogs, Silken Windhounds, Transylvania
Hound, Wheaton Terrier, Whippets, and a Yorkshire Terrier!
Many of these dogs had never coursed before and all of them
did a great job. Expert lure operation was provided by Terry
Burchett, money management by Robin Burchett, entries and
runs organized by Megan Thompson. Additional help and field
security provided by Heather & Wayne Colby, Chris Thompson,
Frank Christian and Brenda Brown and Don Darosa. We had a
few challenges managing the foot traffic of the soccer teams using the adjacent field but we were able to complete our event as
scheduled. I spoke with the principal of the school after the
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event and he said the coursing was quite the topic of conversation among the students and sparked a lot of positive interest
in animal welfare. They look forward to having us back there
again.
Thanks to all who attended and participated!
Mary Sharkey
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“Where do you get
YOUR nails done ?”
or
“Who’s deal ?”
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Common Interests
Play provides incentives for participation
and learning f or dogs and humans.
Dogs are one of the rare species of animals who play throughout
their lifetimes; perhaps it’s one of the reasons we have such strong
bonds with dogs, because we too play as grown-ups.
Humans and canines appear to be what scientists call “neotenous”:
as adults, we retain many of the behavioral traits of juveniles. In most
species, play is for the young. Think about it: calves and lambs frisk
about and chase each other; but how often do you see adult cows and
sheep playing with one another?! Dogs and humans, though, maintain
high levels of play even into adulthood.
We are also obsessed with toys, or “object play” in scientific
terminology. This is very rare in animals, and I think it’s another
reason why we are so bonded to dogs. (Look at how much we love
balls! There is more time devoted to baseballs, footballs, tennis balls,
basketballs, golf balls, and soccer balls on the evening news than there
is to world peace, hunger, politics, and our local government ... Just
listing the different “object” related sports could take up a paragraph.
We are truly obsessed with balls - we must be Labradors at heart!)
Of course, there are dogs who don’t exhibit an interest in balls, and I
empathize with them. I was one of those kids who wasn’t very sportsminded. When I was forced to play softball in elementary school I
used to stand in right field repeating “Please don’t hit the ball to me,
please don’t hit the ball to me!” But overall, people (and dogs) like me
are the exception and there are an awful lot of people and dogs who
are crazy about balls.
So, given that play is something both people and dogs love, surely
we should use it frequently as a reinforcement in training. Even
though I love food, both personally (!) and for training, I think play is
often underutilized as reinforcement. I have seen play be even more
successful than food in some cases, and play is such fun for both species that sometimes I think it reinforces both species at the same time.
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That encourages people to do more training, and what a good thing
that is! I’m not alone; many other trainers in search and rescue, scent
detection, and bomb detection use play as a reinforcement because it
is so highly motivating.
I’ve found play to be helpful in some cases with serious behavior
problems, with, for example, dogs who are aggressive with other
dogs. If you have a dog-aggressive dog who loves to play, one of
the best reinforcements you can use for appropriate behavior around
other dogs is play: tug of war or chase the ball, for example. Often,
the magic of classical conditioning takes place, and ultimately the
dog associates the sight of other dogs with the light-hearted emotions
associated with play.
Play for family dog training However, it’s not just professional dog
trainers working with serious behavior problems who should use
more play in their training: Play can be a cornerstone of positivebased family dog training. Do you want to teach your dog to not run
to the door and jump on a visitor? If he likes toys, teach him to go
get a toy when he hears the doorbell. Encourage him to bring it out
and show it to everybody. Want your dog to drop something on cue?
Teach him “Take it” and “Drop it” when you play tug games.
In addition, trick training is a wonderful way to incorporate a
playful demeanor into your dog’s life. We all like to show off our
dogs’ tricks, and we don’t seem to take it personally when dogs don’t
perform up to our expectations like we do with standard “obedience”
signals. Think about it: When we teach our dog tricks, we tend to
have a cheerful and fun-loving attitude, but often when we’re training something like lie down, we get stem and serious. “DOWN!” we
often say with a low, commanding voice, and if our dog disobeys it is
tempting to take it personally.
But when we are training a dog to jump through a hoop, it’s more
like, “Jump through the hoop, jump through the hoop! Yay! What a
good boy! Aren’t you cute?!” Even if our dog doesn’t do it right, we
say “Oh well, it’s just a trick!” Of course, we do need to train our
dogs to do some things first time, every time, but it’s much more successful if we make it fun for both the teacher and the student!
It’s easy to do: Make asking a dog to sit the most fun game in the
world. “Sit! Yay! GOOD DOG! Here, have a tennis ball!”
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Intersperse “sit” and “down” with tricks - jump through the hoop
or “Aren’t you ashamed of your self?” (This is one of my favorite
tricks. You say “Aren’t you ashamed?” and your dog hides his head
under a pillow!) Work on sit and then play tug. Ask for a down, and
then throw a toy. You’ll end up with a dog who listens better, instead
of tuning in only after the third time he hears the cue: “Sit! Sit! Sit!”
Observation is critical
A word of warning for a potential pitfall:
Don’t confuse your fun with the dog’s fun. In other words, what is
enjoyable for you may not be enjoyable to the dog. All dogs are different; they enjoy different things, so you can’t assume that if it’s fun
for you, or another one of your dogs, it’s equally fun for every dog.
For example, most dogs love to be petted, but not in every context
and not in all ways. Most people like petting their dogs, but some
don’t notice that their dogs don’t like being pat-patted on top of the
head as reinforcement for coming when called.
Observe your dog carefully; if he backs away from you when you
reach to pet him, pay attention! He’s telling you he doesn’t want to be
petted - and that if you persist, you are actually punishing the behavior you meant to reward! I’ve seen this scenario repeated literally
hundreds (thousands?) of times, when a person calls their dog away
from something really tempting - say, for example, another dog who
is getting food. The dog leaves a handful of liver, comes back to his
owner ... and the owner happily and enthusiastically pats the dog on
the head. The person feels so good and is so happy - “Good dog!”
And the dog turns his head away and hates it!
If a dog turns and walks away, that’s invaluable information: he
doesn’t like what you did. Even if he just closes his mouth and/or
turns his face away, pay attention. That could be your dog telling you,
“Um, I really don’t like this.”
Get in the habit of carefully observing your dog’s response to your
rewards, but also observe his response to training overall. Does he
quickly engage with you any time you initiate a training session? Or
does he dodge your gaze and wander off when he hears you call, or
sees you gathering your training equipment? If he responds with the
latter, you need to rethink your sessions.
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Are you training too many times a day? Are your sessions too
long? If your dog’s response is anything less than highly enthusiastic, do whatever it takes to make the sessions more enjoyable. If you
are training a lot, try reducing your sessions in number and/or length.
(In my experience, some motivated trainers tend to overdo it. Try
one schedule for three days; then try another schedule for three days.
See how the dog does with each.)
Novice trainers more often tend to give up too fast, sometimes before the dog has had a chance to figure out what was expected. Most
importantly, ask yourself if you and your dog are having a good
time, and if both of you are learning something in the process.
Just go play!
There’s so much to talk about on the topic of training, and using
play as a part of that - I could go on and on. However, I’d much
rather you finished this article, and then go out and play some more
with your dog. Let the games begin! *
Patricia B. McConnell, PHD
The Whole Dog Journal, August 2008
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October

1 yr olds: Fighting Irish Tyler (m), Fleur Ness / Weiss (f) in
CA
2 yr olds: Gabby Schluter and Morgan Finucane (f’s) , Dunnigan Colby (m), Roan Inish Constable (m) in CA
3 yr olds: Turrean & Tallulah Heller (f’s), Fionghan Switzer
(m) in CA
4 yr olds: Argus Gabriel (m), Dreamgirl Cobb (f) in CA
5 yr olds: Keenan Storkel (m) in OR, Promise (f), Flower, Faith &
Kismet (f’s) Temple/Fisher in CA, Gossmer Fairbanks
(f) in TX
6 yr olds: Celeborn Buck (m), Kilaney Williams (f) in CA, Flaminco
Shaw (f) in TN
7 yr olds: Meaghan Chirichiello (f) in MA, Cormac MacAirt Teel
(m) in TX

November

1 yr olds: Adan Cobb (m), Spencer Holmes (m), Baodan Tross (m)
CA
5 yr olds: Jude Shaw (f) in TN, McCord Smith (m), Gladdy Aiken (f),
Ru Unzueta (m) in CA & Fionnbharr Murphy (m) in MA
6 yr olds: Ivanhoe Gabriel (m), Iona Finucane (f), Gregory Tyler /
Ewing (m) in CA, Ian Strelova (m) in OR, Ila Jean Fairbanks
in TX
7 yr olds: Dara Smith (f) in CA
11 yr olds: Miles Abrams in OH, Dare Cannon in OR
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Norwegian School of Veterinary Science
http://www.veths.no/105/English/Kima/New-knowledge-of-skeletal-diseases-in-rapidly-growing-dog-breeds/
New knowledge of skeletal diseases in rapidly-growing dog
breeds
Cand. med. vet. Cathrine Trangerud defended her thesis for the
degree of Philosophiae Doctor at the Norwegian School of Veterinary Science on August 22, 2008, entitled “Growth patterns
and metaphyseal irregularities in dogs: a study of 4 large breeds
with emphasis on irregularities in the distal metaphysis of the
radius and ulna in Newfoundland dogs”.
The degree studied the relationship between the speed of growth
of young dogs and the development of common skeletal diseases such as elbow dysplasia and hip dysplasia. A common
conception is that rapidly-growing breeds have a greater risk of
developing certain types of skeletal illness. However, no comprehensive research has been conducted in dogs in a domestic
environment to establish this.
This thesis is the result of a study of some seven hundred dogs
of four different breeds that lived at home with their owners.
The dogs were followed closely from birth until the age of two
years. Weight was measured, blood samples were collected, and
the lower forelimbs were x-rayed several times. Normal growth
curves have now been established for these breeds for the first
time. It turns out that the four breeds have different patterns of
growth and that bitches grow more slowly than dogs (males).
Surprisingly, the study showed that the Labrador retriever grows
faster than the Newfoundland, Irish Wolfhound and the Leon				
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berger, indicating that the largest breeds do not necessarily grow
the fastest. The predominating view of the correlation between
rapid growth and high incidence of common skeletal diseases
therefore has to be revised.
Through her doctoral work, Trangerud discovered a new condition
in the skeleton of the Newfoundland, which she found in nearly
half of the young dogs. The condition resembles human bone dysplasia, but it is presently unclear just what clinical consequences
the condition has for affected dogs.
Personal details
Cathrine Trangerud was born in 1967. She graduated from the Norwegian School of Veterinary Science in 1996, and is today attached
to the Department of Companion Animal Clinical Sciences, section
of small animals diseases.

A rolled up newspaper can be an effective pet training
tool when used properly.
For instance, use the rolled-up newspaper if your dog
chews something inappropriate or has a housebreaking
accident. Bring the dog over to the destroyed object (or
mess), then take the rolled-up newspaper and hit
yourself over the head as you repeat the phrase,
“I forgot to watch my dog! I forgot to watch my dog!”
Diane Lovejoy
Baronsfield Irish Wolfhounds
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NCIWC Calendar

October 4, 2008		
Donner Trail Kennel Club - Roseville
October 5, 2008		
Donner Trail Kennel Club - Roseville
October 11, 2008
Two Cities Kennel Club - Yubas City
October 12, 2008
Two Cities Kennel Club - Yuba City
October 18, 2008 NCIWC All Breed ASFA Lure Trial - Livermore
October 19, 2008
Del Valle Dog Club - Pleasanton
October 20, 2008
Del Valle Dog Club - Pleasanton
October 25, 2008
Sacramento Valley Dog Fanciers - Dixon
October 25, 2008 NCIWC Club Meeting - Dixon
October 26, 2008
Sacramento Valley Dog Fanciers - Dixon
November 11, 2008
November 12, 2008
November 16, 2008
November 21, 2008
November 22, 2008
November 23, 2008
November 24, 2008
November 28, 2008
November 29, 2008
November 30, 2008

Wine Country Kennel Club - Napa
Wine Country Kennel Club - Napa
NCWFA AKC Lure Trial - Oakland
Golden Valley Kennel Club
Golden Valley Kennel Club
San Joaquin Kennel Club - Stockton
San Joaquin Kennel Club - Stockton
MBCA ASFA Lure Trial - Hollister
MBCA ASFA Lure Trial - Hollister
PHFNC ASFA Lure Trial - Hollister

December 6, 2008
December 6, 2008
December 7, 2008
December 26, 2008
December 27, 2008
December 28, 2008
December 29, 2008

BCONC AKC Lure Trial - Livermore
NCIWC Gathering Of The Cu - Monterey
BCONC ASFA Lure Trial - Livermore
Oakland Kennel Club - San Mateo
Kennel Club Of Salinas - San Mateo
San Mateo Kennel Club - San Mateo
Santa Cruz Kennel Club - San Mateo
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